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MO: Weak diffusion Strong diffusion:

- Reduce surface cold bias
- Improve cyclone life-cycle

• Problems in observations?
• Missing processes?
• Compensating errors?



What determines the night-time surface 
temperature?

Observations are from GABLS3 by Fred Bosveld
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Wind
Buoyancy

Given a mean flow, what are the vertical fluxes?
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Figure 1. Labels for the first-order schemes (left) and for the higher order schemes (right).
The LES will be represented by a shaded area when the LES averages plus/minus the
standard deviation are plotted or with a thick continuous line when only the average is used.

Figure 2. Time series for the boundary-layer height (top) and for the velocity friction (bot-
tom). Left column: first-order schemes + ODT; right column: higher-order schemes.

From Cuxart et al. (2006)
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2 Advancing SBL closure models
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Figure 1: Simplified night-time surface energy balance. Approximate fluxes are in units of
Wm!2 and are taken from observations of the GABLS3 case.

1 Issues with Monin-Obukhov based closures

K = fl2S

2 What is in a (Prandtl) number?

3 Seeking turbulent length-scales

4 Summary

Increasing the turbulent di!usivity under stable stratification is a perfectly valid
approach to advancing the quality of weather forecasts.
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Non-dimensional Stability functions
- similarity theory + measurement,

or ad-hoc

Shear (1/s)
- given

Mixing length (m)
- ‘magic’



The Solution

We seek similarity in turbulent flows along two routes:

Flux-based Gradient-based
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MO and Self-correlation

Random negative error

Random positive error

Bruce Hicks (1978)

“The suggestion of an artificial correlation imposed by analysis 
methods is by no means new, and may well fall into the category of 
common knowledge   ...    After all, the purpose of any analysis is 
certainly not to create a mere semblance of order where only 
randomness exists.”



MO and Self-correlation

Random negative error

Random positive error

What is worse, in my mind, is that the particular self-correlation in 
MO unavoidably leads to underestimated diffusivity under stable 

stratification.
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Critical Richardson Number?

Ignore transport, and consider the sign of the Storage 
term for low levels of turbulence when Dissipation is 
still negligible. Turbulence will then grow whenever:

Richardson (1920)

Unfortunately, Richardson then assumed Km = Kh = 1 and made his famous conclusion.

TKE:
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Figure 3. Turbulent Prandtl number PrT = KM/KH versus Ri. Blue
points and curve – meteorological campaigns SHEBA (Uttal et al.,
2002, mostly for Ri < 1) and CASES-99 (Poulos et al., 2002,
for 0.1 < Ri < 100); green – laboratory sheared flow (Ohya, 2001);
red – new LES using NERSC code (Esau, 2004); grey – direct numer-
ical simulations (DNS) with 32 (lightest), 64 (darker) and 128 (darkest)
nodes, respectively (Stretch et al., 2001). Numbers show data from lit-
erature: 1 – nocturnal atmospheric boundary layer (Bange and Roth,
1999); 2 – sediment-loaded flow (COSINUS, 2000); 3 – laboratory
turbulence (Polyakov, 1989); 4 – laboratory grid-generated turbulence
(Rehmann and Koseff, 2004); 5 – laboratory sheared flow (Strang and
Fernando, 2001); 6 – atmospheric slope flow (Monti et al., 2002). The
dashed curve: PrT = 0.8 + 5 Ri is composed of the two asymptotes:
already known: PrT = 0.8 at Ri < 0.1, and obtained from this figure:
PrT = 5 Ri at Ri > 1. Red, green and blue curves show bin-averaged
data for the corresponding data sources. Horizontal bars show the width
of bins. Vertical bars show one standard deviation above and below the
averaged value within the bin. The thin line: Ri/PrT = Rif = 1 sepa-
rates out the ‘in principle impossible area’ (Rif cannot exceed unity in

the steady state).

with increasing Ri; whereas PrT ! Ri1"! leads to the lim-
itless increase of Rif up to Rif > 1, which contradicts
Equation (2).

Using empirical very-large-Ri limits disclosed in
Figures 1 and 3, namely EP/E # 0.25 and Rif # 0.2,
Equation (7) allows estimation of the ratio of the
dissipation constants in Equation (4): CK/CP # 0.6.
Then, using empirical large-Ri limits: EP/E # 0.25 and
EK/E = (E " EP)/E # 0.7 after Figure 1 and Rif # 0.2
after Figure 3, Equation (4) for the dissipation rates
yields !E # 0.7C

1/2
K E3/2l"1. Then using the very-large-

Ri limit: "/EK # 0.1 after Figure 2, the equilibrium
TTE budget equation, !E = "! · S, yields the asymptotic
formula:

E # 0.02(CKSl)2 > 0 at Ri $ 1. (11)

Equation (11) determines essentially positive TTE in any
stationary, homogeneous sheared flow and confirms our
argumentation against the energetics critical Richardson
number.

LES data in Figure 2 reveal that "/EK as well as
"Fz/(EKE# )

1/2 turn into constants in the two alternative
regimes: near-neutral and very stable, with the sharp tran-
sition in the narrow interval of Ri around Ri # 0.2–0.3

(cf. Mahrt et al., 1998). The same kind of transition
between EP/E = 0 and EP/E # 0.3 is recognisable in
Figure 1. Moreover, as seen from Figure 3, the two
asymptotes: PrT # 0.8 for Ri % 1 and PrT # 5 Ri for
Ri $ 1 match at Ri ! 0.25. Coincidence of this value
with the classical hydrodynamic instability threshold is
eye-catching. However, as our figures prove, this thresh-
old by no means separates the turbulent and the laminar
regimes, as the classical concept stated, but the two essen-
tially different turbulent regimes:

• (Ri < 0.1) strong mixing capable of very efficiently
transporting both momentum: "/EK # 0.3 and heat:
"Fz/(EKE#)

1/2 # 0.4;
• (Ri > 1) weak mixing quite capable of transporting

momentum: "/EK & constant # 0.1; but rather inef-
ficient in transporting heat: "Fz/(EKE# )

1/2 drops to
!0.04 at Ri = 50 and, as follows from the asymptotic
analysis of Equation (3), tends to zero as Ri"1/2 at
Ri $ 1 (in accordance with Figure 3).

It is conceivable that the weak turbulence regime
is most probably dominated by internal waves, which
efficiently transport momentum but do not transport heat
(see e.g. Nappo, 2002). For large Richardson numbers,
the source of turbulence can be either internal gravity
waves or so-called pancake vortices (see Lilly, 1983).
Thus the terms ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ acquire concrete
physical sense: strong turbulence is fully chaotic and
vortical, whereas weak turbulence is wave dominated and
presumably intermittent.

Among practically important applications of turbulence
closures suitable for very stable stratification we mention
the deep-ocean downward heat flux known to be a
controlling factor of the rate of global warming (Hansen
et al., 1985) and optical turbulence in the free atmosphere
essential for astronomical observations (Lawrence et al.,
2004).

The above analyses disprove the concept of the ‘ener-
getics’ critical Richardson number in its classical sense.
Experimental LES and DNS data summarised in our
figures, and other evidence from modern literature (e.g.
Galperin et al., 2007; Mauritsen et al., 2007; Zilitinke-
vich et al., 2007; Canuto et al., 2008) demonstrate gen-
eral existence of turbulence at very large Ri, up to
Ri > 102, exceeding its commonly accepted critical val-
ues by more than two orders of magnitude.

What is factually observed is a threshold interval
of Richardson numbers, 0.1 < Ri < 1, separating two
regimes of essentially different nature but both turbulent.
The laminar regime could take place at very large Ri
in the absence of pronounced initial perturbations, most
probably due to the delayed onset of turbulence.

The concept of the two principally different turbulent
regimes sheds light upon many uncertain problems.
In particular, it allows refining the definition of the
stably stratified atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) as
the strong-mixing stable layer, in contrast to the also
stable but weak-mixing free atmosphere. Because these

Copyright ! 2008 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 134: 793–799 (2008)
DOI: 10.1002/qj

Zilitinkevich et al. (2008)
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nodes, respectively (Stretch et al., 2001). Numbers show data from lit-
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1999); 2 – sediment-loaded flow (COSINUS, 2000); 3 – laboratory
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already known: PrT = 0.8 at Ri < 0.1, and obtained from this figure:
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data for the corresponding data sources. Horizontal bars show the width
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rates out the ‘in principle impossible area’ (Rif cannot exceed unity in

the steady state).
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number.
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waves or so-called pancake vortices (see Lilly, 1983).
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closures suitable for very stable stratification we mention
the deep-ocean downward heat flux known to be a
controlling factor of the rate of global warming (Hansen
et al., 1985) and optical turbulence in the free atmosphere
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ues by more than two orders of magnitude.

What is factually observed is a threshold interval
of Richardson numbers, 0.1 < Ri < 1, separating two
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The laminar regime could take place at very large Ri
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Slope could be due 
to self-correlation!
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Total turbulent energy

periences a wide range of conditions. Hence, successful
emulation by a turbulence closure of a single case does
not prove its worth as a generally applicable parameter-
ization. Instead Esau and Zilitinkevich (2006) gener-
ated a database of idealized LES cases, both neutral
and different types of stable boundary layers with H
ranging from 12 to 1600 m. Given the same initial and
boundary conditions as the LES we applied the turbu-
lence closure suggested by Viterbo et al. (1999). The
results are compared with the LES and plotted as gray
symbols in Fig. 1; details of the figure will be given later.
The figure shows that the Viterbo et al. (1999) closure
performs quite acceptably for the deeper (!500 m)
boundary layers. However, as stability increases and
the boundary layer becomes shallower, this closure sys-
tematically overestimates H, in the worst case by an
order of magnitude. A different version of the closure
based on Monin–Obulhov scaling, intended to re-
semble micrometeorological observations, was also
tested and found to yield overprediction of the stable
boundary layer H, in the worst case only by a factor of
3. In the present study we present a new turbulence
closure model, based on the prognostic total turbulent
energy equation, with the aim of improving modeling of
both the neutral and the stably stratified boundary
layer.

2. Model

A common approach to the turbulence closure prob-
lem is to apply additional prognostic equations to the
mean-state (1)–(3), so-called higher-order closures.
Usually the prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (Ek)
equation is applied [(A1)]. Richardson (1920) found,
using the Ek equation, that beyond a certain stability
limit, which was later to be known as the critical Rich-
ardson number, turbulence would decay. Here, we con-
sider instead the total turbulent energy (E " Ek # Ep),
which is the sum of both the turbulent kinetic and the
turbulent potential energies. The latter is proportional
to the density variations in the fluid, which can be ex-
pressed in the potential temperature variance (Zil-
itinkevich et al. 2007)

Ep "
1
2

!"
2 #2

|N2 |
,

where $2
% is the potential temperature variance, & " g/'

is the buoyancy parameter, N2 " &('/(z is the squared
Brunt–Väisälä frequency, and the vertical bars denote
the absolute value. The two budget equations, for Ek

and $2
% (Ep), have been used in a turbulence closure

model proposed by Zilitinkevich (2002). To derive the
total turbulent energy equation one must multiply the
temperature variance equation by &2/N2 and add the
result to the turbulent kinetic energy equation (appen-
dix A). The total turbulent energy equation accordingly
reads

DE
Dt

" ! · S ) $ )
%FE

%z
# !0 for N2 & 0

2#w" for N2 ' 0
,

*4+

where , is the dissipation rate of E and FE is the third-
order flux. The terms on the right-hand side we refer to
as shear production, dissipation, third-order flux diver-
gence, and buoyancy production terms, respectively.
The principle of (4) is illustrated in Fig. 2. Both the
sources, ! · S and 2&w%, and the sink, ,, owe their ex-
istence to the presence of turbulence such that reality is
more complicated than it appears from Fig. 2. It is pos-
sible to solve a steady-state version of (4) instead, which
may be beneficial in models that require long time
steps.

In neutral and stratified, steady-state, horizontally
homogeneous conditions the first three terms on the
right-hand side of (4) should balance. In most situations
the third-order flux divergence, which acts to redistrib-
ute E vertically, is much smaller than the shear produc-

FIG. 1. Comparison of boundary layer heights from LES and 1D
models. Gray symbols are for the Viterbo et al. (1999) closure,
while black symbols are for the turbulence closure model pre-
sented here. The solid line is 1:1 correspondence, while the dotted
and dashed lines are 20% and 50% difference, respectively.
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allows for a number of subjective choices, such as the
metric with which we assess the performance. The
model that we are tuning could also be formulated in a
slightly different manner with the sole purpose of re-
sembling the LES results. However, given the large
number of cases that has been used, it would not have
been possible to tune the model using only two con-
stants in the absence of fundamentally sound physics.

8. Conclusions

An essentially new turbulence closure scheme for
neutral and stably stratified atmospheric boundary lay-
ers is presented. The scheme is based on the prognostic
turbulent energy equation, which is the sum of the tur-
bulent kinetic and turbulent potential equations. The
use of this equation is preferable over the turbulent
kinetic energy equation, because it predicts turbulence
in the presence of wind shear, regardless of stratifica-
tion.

The effect of stable stratification is to reduce turbu-
lence and diminish the vertical turbulent fluxes. The
scheme is founded on simple relations between the tur-
bulent variances and fluxes and the idea of a character-
istic turbulent length scale. Together, these relations
account for the effects of stratification, within the
framework of the presented model. Observations of the
ratios, plotted as functions of the gradient Richardson
number, avoid the problem of self-correlation. This is
an improvement over the widely used Monin–
Obukhov-based turbulence closure models. Surface
conditions are derived, which are essentially an exten-
sion of the closure to the layer close to ground. Here we
avoid the assumption of the presence of a constant flux
layer.

Two free constants were undetermined by microme-
teorological observations. Therefore the scheme was
tuned, or calibrated, against a large number of LES
cases. The method may be rightfully questioned, be-
cause in principle the model is forced to give the result
we desire. However, without fundamentally sound
physics it would probably not have been possible to
mimic 90 LES cases only by varying two constants. The
procedure provides us with guidance in the form of
intervals with likely values of the constants.

The performance of the turbulence closure model is
tested in an independent case against other LES. The
resulting profiles of high-resolution integrations are in-
distinguishable from the LES results. Using a coarse
vertical resolution, typical of operational models, does
not degrade the performance significantly for this par-
ticular case.
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APPENDIX A

Total Turbulent Energy

The primary aim of this appendix is to derive (4) for
the general horizontally homogeneous case. Second, we
approximately diagnose the relative contributions of Ek

and Ep given E. Among the equations for the second-
order moments (e.g., Stull 1988), we study two equa-
tions, those for turbulent kinetic energy, Ek, and poten-
tial temperature variance, !2

" :

DEk

Dt
# ! · S $ !w" % # %

$Fk

$z
, and &A1'

D
1
2

%"
2

Dt
# %w"

$&

$z
% ' %

$F"

$z
, &A2'

where ( and ) are the dissipation rates, and Fk #
Ekw $ pw/* and F" # !2

"w/2 are the third-order vertical
fluxes of Ek and !2

", respectively.
We note that in stable stratification w" + 0 and

,-/,z . 0. Hence, in this case the second term on the
right-hand side of (A1) is negative, while the first term
in (A2) is positive. Next, in unstable stratification w" .
0 while ,-/,z + 0. Thus, both buoyancy terms in (A1)
and (A2) are positive. Keeping this in mind we may
multiply (A2) by /2/ |N2 | and use the definition of N2 to
get

DEp

Dt
# ! |w" | %

!2

|N2 | !' $
$F"

$z ". &A3'

We then add (A1) to (A3) in order to obtain (4). Here
we have defined the dissipation rate 0 # ( $ )/2/ |N2 |
and the third-order energy flux Fk # FE $ F"/

2/ |N2 | .
We parameterize ( # C(Ek1E/ l and ) # C)

1⁄2!2
"1E/ l,

assuming the same dissipation length scale applies to E,
Ek, and Ep. In neutral conditions it is clear that C( # C0,
where C0 was the dissipation constant with respect to E.
We shall also assume C) # C0, which simplifies the
following derivations slightly.

In the present study, we only solve (4) not (A1) and
(A3) separately. Thus, we need to diagnose Ek and !2

"
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periences a wide range of conditions. Hence, successful
emulation by a turbulence closure of a single case does
not prove its worth as a generally applicable parameter-
ization. Instead Esau and Zilitinkevich (2006) gener-
ated a database of idealized LES cases, both neutral
and different types of stable boundary layers with H
ranging from 12 to 1600 m. Given the same initial and
boundary conditions as the LES we applied the turbu-
lence closure suggested by Viterbo et al. (1999). The
results are compared with the LES and plotted as gray
symbols in Fig. 1; details of the figure will be given later.
The figure shows that the Viterbo et al. (1999) closure
performs quite acceptably for the deeper (!500 m)
boundary layers. However, as stability increases and
the boundary layer becomes shallower, this closure sys-
tematically overestimates H, in the worst case by an
order of magnitude. A different version of the closure
based on Monin–Obulhov scaling, intended to re-
semble micrometeorological observations, was also
tested and found to yield overprediction of the stable
boundary layer H, in the worst case only by a factor of
3. In the present study we present a new turbulence
closure model, based on the prognostic total turbulent
energy equation, with the aim of improving modeling of
both the neutral and the stably stratified boundary
layer.

2. Model

A common approach to the turbulence closure prob-
lem is to apply additional prognostic equations to the
mean-state (1)–(3), so-called higher-order closures.
Usually the prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (Ek)
equation is applied [(A1)]. Richardson (1920) found,
using the Ek equation, that beyond a certain stability
limit, which was later to be known as the critical Rich-
ardson number, turbulence would decay. Here, we con-
sider instead the total turbulent energy (E " Ek # Ep),
which is the sum of both the turbulent kinetic and the
turbulent potential energies. The latter is proportional
to the density variations in the fluid, which can be ex-
pressed in the potential temperature variance (Zil-
itinkevich et al. 2007)
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% (Ep), have been used in a turbulence closure

model proposed by Zilitinkevich (2002). To derive the
total turbulent energy equation one must multiply the
temperature variance equation by &2/N2 and add the
result to the turbulent kinetic energy equation (appen-
dix A). The total turbulent energy equation accordingly
reads
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where , is the dissipation rate of E and FE is the third-
order flux. The terms on the right-hand side we refer to
as shear production, dissipation, third-order flux diver-
gence, and buoyancy production terms, respectively.
The principle of (4) is illustrated in Fig. 2. Both the
sources, ! · S and 2&w%, and the sink, ,, owe their ex-
istence to the presence of turbulence such that reality is
more complicated than it appears from Fig. 2. It is pos-
sible to solve a steady-state version of (4) instead, which
may be beneficial in models that require long time
steps.

In neutral and stratified, steady-state, horizontally
homogeneous conditions the first three terms on the
right-hand side of (4) should balance. In most situations
the third-order flux divergence, which acts to redistrib-
ute E vertically, is much smaller than the shear produc-

FIG. 1. Comparison of boundary layer heights from LES and 1D
models. Gray symbols are for the Viterbo et al. (1999) closure,
while black symbols are for the turbulence closure model pre-
sented here. The solid line is 1:1 correspondence, while the dotted
and dashed lines are 20% and 50% difference, respectively.
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From Mauritsen et al. (2007)

TKE:

TTE:

TPE:

allows for a number of subjective choices, such as the
metric with which we assess the performance. The
model that we are tuning could also be formulated in a
slightly different manner with the sole purpose of re-
sembling the LES results. However, given the large
number of cases that has been used, it would not have
been possible to tune the model using only two con-
stants in the absence of fundamentally sound physics.

8. Conclusions

An essentially new turbulence closure scheme for
neutral and stably stratified atmospheric boundary lay-
ers is presented. The scheme is based on the prognostic
turbulent energy equation, which is the sum of the tur-
bulent kinetic and turbulent potential equations. The
use of this equation is preferable over the turbulent
kinetic energy equation, because it predicts turbulence
in the presence of wind shear, regardless of stratifica-
tion.

The effect of stable stratification is to reduce turbu-
lence and diminish the vertical turbulent fluxes. The
scheme is founded on simple relations between the tur-
bulent variances and fluxes and the idea of a character-
istic turbulent length scale. Together, these relations
account for the effects of stratification, within the
framework of the presented model. Observations of the
ratios, plotted as functions of the gradient Richardson
number, avoid the problem of self-correlation. This is
an improvement over the widely used Monin–
Obukhov-based turbulence closure models. Surface
conditions are derived, which are essentially an exten-
sion of the closure to the layer close to ground. Here we
avoid the assumption of the presence of a constant flux
layer.

Two free constants were undetermined by microme-
teorological observations. Therefore the scheme was
tuned, or calibrated, against a large number of LES
cases. The method may be rightfully questioned, be-
cause in principle the model is forced to give the result
we desire. However, without fundamentally sound
physics it would probably not have been possible to
mimic 90 LES cases only by varying two constants. The
procedure provides us with guidance in the form of
intervals with likely values of the constants.

The performance of the turbulence closure model is
tested in an independent case against other LES. The
resulting profiles of high-resolution integrations are in-
distinguishable from the LES results. Using a coarse
vertical resolution, typical of operational models, does
not degrade the performance significantly for this par-
ticular case.
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APPENDIX A

Total Turbulent Energy

The primary aim of this appendix is to derive (4) for
the general horizontally homogeneous case. Second, we
approximately diagnose the relative contributions of Ek

and Ep given E. Among the equations for the second-
order moments (e.g., Stull 1988), we study two equa-
tions, those for turbulent kinetic energy, Ek, and poten-
tial temperature variance, !2
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where ( and ) are the dissipation rates, and Fk #
Ekw $ pw/* and F" # !2

"w/2 are the third-order vertical
fluxes of Ek and !2

", respectively.
We note that in stable stratification w" + 0 and

,-/,z . 0. Hence, in this case the second term on the
right-hand side of (A1) is negative, while the first term
in (A2) is positive. Next, in unstable stratification w" .
0 while ,-/,z + 0. Thus, both buoyancy terms in (A1)
and (A2) are positive. Keeping this in mind we may
multiply (A2) by /2/ |N2 | and use the definition of N2 to
get

DEp

Dt
# ! |w" | %

!2

|N2 | !' $
$F"

$z ". &A3'

We then add (A1) to (A3) in order to obtain (4). Here
we have defined the dissipation rate 0 # ( $ )/2/ |N2 |
and the third-order energy flux Fk # FE $ F"/

2/ |N2 | .
We parameterize ( # C(Ek1E/ l and ) # C)

1⁄2!2
"1E/ l,

assuming the same dissipation length scale applies to E,
Ek, and Ep. In neutral conditions it is clear that C( # C0,
where C0 was the dissipation constant with respect to E.
We shall also assume C) # C0, which simplifies the
following derivations slightly.

In the present study, we only solve (4) not (A1) and
(A3) separately. Thus, we need to diagnose Ek and !2

"
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From Mauritsen et al. (2007)

tion and dissipation terms. In neutral conditions Ep is
actually zero, so here the prognostic equation for Ek,
(A1) applies in itself. However, the major step forward
in applying (4) is in stably stratified conditions, where
the term !w", which is negative, cancels out. The term
is often referred to as buoyancy destruction in stratified
conditions. From the present analysis it seems more
appropriate to name it buoyancy redistribution, as the
term merely serves to transfer energy from Ek to Ep in
stratified conditions. In statically unstable conditions
the buoyancy production term appears in (4). This
means that even in the absence of shear, there will be
production of E. It is, however, necessary to include a
parameterization of the nonlocal effects of convection
(e.g., Troen and Mahrt 1986). The main advantage of
using the total turbulent energy is that Richardson’s
(1920) critical limit in stable stratification disappears.

3. Turbulence closure assumptions

To solve the system of prognostic equations (1)–(4),
we need five turbulence closure assumptions. This is
because the system contains the unknown variables uw,
#w, w", $, and FE, besides the prognostic variables. The
latter two unknown variables arose when we intro-
duced (4). Adding additional prognostic equations to
the problem introduces even more unknown variables,
known as the turbulence closure problem. Here, we
have decided to keep things as simple as possible while
benefiting from the physics contained in (4). Further
simplification can be obtained by assuming steady state
in (4), making it a diagnostic equation.

For the second-order vertical fluxes, we utilize ob-
served properties of turbulence at weak and strong sta-
bilities by Mauritsen and Svensson (2007). They plotted
several nondimensional entities, including normalized
fluxes and variances, from six different atmospheric ob-

servational datasets as functions of the gradient Rich-
ardson number:

Ri %
N2

S2 , &5'

where S2 is the squared magnitude of the shear vector.
Only positive values of Ri were considered, as the main
focus is stable stratification. In short, Mauritsen and
Svensson (2007) found that stably stratified turbulence
is very different in weak (Ri ( 0.1) and strong stability
(Ri ) 1). In weak stability the turbulent fluxes are pro-
portional to the variance; that is, the turbulent eddies
are actively transporting both momentum and heat.
However, in strong stability the normalized turbulent
stress is diminished to a fraction of the weakly stable
level, while the normalized turbulent heat flux is statis-
tically indistinguishable from zero. Note that this does
not necessarily imply that the heat flux itself is zero. It
may be explained by the temperature variance growing
at a higher rate than the heat flux with increasing sta-
bility. Between the two regimes a rapid transition oc-
curs in the range 0.1 ( Ri ( 1. Here, we use the non-
dimensional stress and heat flux

f! %
|! |
Ek

, f" %
w"

*Ek#"
2

. &6'

In Fig. 3 we plotted these quantities as functions of Ri;
details of the analysis can be found in Mauritsen and

FIG. 2. Simplified sketch of the turbulent energy equation (4) in
(left) stably stratified conditions and (right) unstably stratified
conditions. Note that we assumed steady state and that the ver-
tical energy transport has been neglected. Sources of E are placed
on the left, while sinks are on the right-hand side.

FIG. 3. Observed nondimensional turbulent (a) stress and (b)
heat flux from six experiments. Shaded areas are 95% confidence
intervals on the binned mean. Thick dashed curves are empirical
fits.
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both axes have a functional dependency on N2. Here,
we avoided this issue by using different estimates of N2

on each axis. This was accomplished by calculating two
independent gradients over vertical distances of 10 and
20 m, respectively, centered around the flux level. We
used the CASES-99 dataset (Fig. 1). Due to this restric-
tion only flux data from 20-, 30-, and 40-m levels were
included. A similar method could be used to avoid self-
correlation in z /L-based studies, by placing two or
more sonic anemometers at the same level.

Figure 7 shows three curves derived from the
CASES-99 dataset. As in Schumann and Gerz (1995)
we normalize P by !2

w. The outer gradients, situated 20
m apart, were used to calculate Ri, for the “outer Ri,
inner P” curve and vice versa for the “inner Ri, outer
P” curve. To demonstrate a potential effect of self-
correlation, Fig. 7 also include P/!2

w plotted using the
same inner estimate of N2 for both Ri and P. The be-
havior of the self-correlated curve differs from the
other two at small Ri. This can easily be understood,
since a measuring error in N2, causing Ri to be small,
will automatically act to increase P. Thus simple ran-
dom scatter in the data will cause the unrealistic in-
crease of P/!2

w at small Ri.
In stationary, horizontally homogeneous, and near-

neutral conditions P tends to zero. As we can see in Fig.
7, P/!2

w tends to a finite value above zero, due to in-
strumental noise and horizontal advection, see section
3b. It is noteworthy that the transition between the two
regimes is not centered around Ri " 0.25, as has been
the case in the other plots, except for the self-correlated
dataset. This is because the inner gradients can be
larger than the outer gradients, giving a positive bias on
P for the inner Ri, outer P curve, due to the fact that N
is in the denominator of P. The opposite is the case for
the outer Ri, inner P curve. At increasing values of Ri,
the proportion of P to !2

w increases, and at large Ri the
data indicates a value about 3–4, which is somewhat
larger than the value 2.5 found by Schumann and Gerz
(1995). Combining this with the anisotropy curve for
CASES-99, Fig. 6, we find that P is about half of E in
the very stable regime. For comparison a field of linear
internal gravity waves have Pwave " Ewave (e.g., Nappo
2002).

4. Conclusions

We have analyzed tower-based turbulence observa-
tions from six different datasets, including grassland,
snow-covered land, mountain–forest canopy, ice-
covered ocean, and ocean as observed from an island in
the Baltic Sea, accumulating a total of 5.5 yr worth of
data of stably stratified situations. The gradient Rich-

ardson number, Ri, was used as the stability parameter,
rather than the widely used Monin–Obukhov param-
eter, z /L. By doing this, we avoid the effects of self-
correlation for the properties we are interested in. We
confirm that the division of the stability range, defined
by Mahrt et al. (1998), into weakly stable, transition
stability, and very stable regimes, also applies within
Ri-based studies.

In the weakly stable regime nondimensionalized
stress, potential temperature flux, and water vapor
fluxes appear to have almost constant values. All
datasets exhibit a monotonic transition from the weakly
stable to the very stable regime, where scaled fluxes
attain new, reduced levels. While we are statistically
confident that stress is nonzero in most of the six
datasets, heat and scalar fluxes cannot be distinguished
from zero. At the same time the turbulence becomes
very anisotropic with a large dominance of the horizon-
tal modes compared to those in the vertical and the
turbulent potential energy increases to a level close to
half the turbulent kinetic energy. The observed prop-
erties of atmospheric shear-driven turbulence at large
Ri, with nonzero stress, but zero heat flux, are not in-
consistent with internal gravity wave activity.

Both in the weakly and very stable regimes some
datasets disagree with the others. There seems to be no
systematic behavior of the aberrant datasets, though
OGH seems to diverge more often than the rest. The
reasons for this can be the 1) different physical envi-
ronments, 2) different instrumentation, and 3) data
treatment. The latter including zero-plane rotation and
time averaging. Here OGH differ from the rest in all

FIG. 7. Ratio of turbulent potential energy (P) to squared ver-
tical wind variance from the CASES-99 dataset. The shaded area
is the 95% confidence intervals and the lines are mean values. See
the text for further details.
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Neutral Prandtl number
TURBULENCE ENERGETICS IN STABLE FLOWS 797

Figure 3. Turbulent Prandtl number PrT = KM/KH versus Ri. Blue
points and curve – meteorological campaigns SHEBA (Uttal et al.,
2002, mostly for Ri < 1) and CASES-99 (Poulos et al., 2002,
for 0.1 < Ri < 100); green – laboratory sheared flow (Ohya, 2001);
red – new LES using NERSC code (Esau, 2004); grey – direct numer-
ical simulations (DNS) with 32 (lightest), 64 (darker) and 128 (darkest)
nodes, respectively (Stretch et al., 2001). Numbers show data from lit-
erature: 1 – nocturnal atmospheric boundary layer (Bange and Roth,
1999); 2 – sediment-loaded flow (COSINUS, 2000); 3 – laboratory
turbulence (Polyakov, 1989); 4 – laboratory grid-generated turbulence
(Rehmann and Koseff, 2004); 5 – laboratory sheared flow (Strang and
Fernando, 2001); 6 – atmospheric slope flow (Monti et al., 2002). The
dashed curve: PrT = 0.8 + 5 Ri is composed of the two asymptotes:
already known: PrT = 0.8 at Ri < 0.1, and obtained from this figure:
PrT = 5 Ri at Ri > 1. Red, green and blue curves show bin-averaged
data for the corresponding data sources. Horizontal bars show the width
of bins. Vertical bars show one standard deviation above and below the
averaged value within the bin. The thin line: Ri/PrT = Rif = 1 sepa-
rates out the ‘in principle impossible area’ (Rif cannot exceed unity in

the steady state).

with increasing Ri; whereas PrT ! Ri1"! leads to the lim-
itless increase of Rif up to Rif > 1, which contradicts
Equation (2).

Using empirical very-large-Ri limits disclosed in
Figures 1 and 3, namely EP/E # 0.25 and Rif # 0.2,
Equation (7) allows estimation of the ratio of the
dissipation constants in Equation (4): CK/CP # 0.6.
Then, using empirical large-Ri limits: EP/E # 0.25 and
EK/E = (E " EP)/E # 0.7 after Figure 1 and Rif # 0.2
after Figure 3, Equation (4) for the dissipation rates
yields !E # 0.7C

1/2
K E3/2l"1. Then using the very-large-

Ri limit: "/EK # 0.1 after Figure 2, the equilibrium
TTE budget equation, !E = "! · S, yields the asymptotic
formula:

E # 0.02(CKSl)2 > 0 at Ri $ 1. (11)

Equation (11) determines essentially positive TTE in any
stationary, homogeneous sheared flow and confirms our
argumentation against the energetics critical Richardson
number.

LES data in Figure 2 reveal that "/EK as well as
"Fz/(EKE# )

1/2 turn into constants in the two alternative
regimes: near-neutral and very stable, with the sharp tran-
sition in the narrow interval of Ri around Ri # 0.2–0.3

(cf. Mahrt et al., 1998). The same kind of transition
between EP/E = 0 and EP/E # 0.3 is recognisable in
Figure 1. Moreover, as seen from Figure 3, the two
asymptotes: PrT # 0.8 for Ri % 1 and PrT # 5 Ri for
Ri $ 1 match at Ri ! 0.25. Coincidence of this value
with the classical hydrodynamic instability threshold is
eye-catching. However, as our figures prove, this thresh-
old by no means separates the turbulent and the laminar
regimes, as the classical concept stated, but the two essen-
tially different turbulent regimes:

• (Ri < 0.1) strong mixing capable of very efficiently
transporting both momentum: "/EK # 0.3 and heat:
"Fz/(EKE#)

1/2 # 0.4;
• (Ri > 1) weak mixing quite capable of transporting

momentum: "/EK & constant # 0.1; but rather inef-
ficient in transporting heat: "Fz/(EKE# )

1/2 drops to
!0.04 at Ri = 50 and, as follows from the asymptotic
analysis of Equation (3), tends to zero as Ri"1/2 at
Ri $ 1 (in accordance with Figure 3).

It is conceivable that the weak turbulence regime
is most probably dominated by internal waves, which
efficiently transport momentum but do not transport heat
(see e.g. Nappo, 2002). For large Richardson numbers,
the source of turbulence can be either internal gravity
waves or so-called pancake vortices (see Lilly, 1983).
Thus the terms ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ acquire concrete
physical sense: strong turbulence is fully chaotic and
vortical, whereas weak turbulence is wave dominated and
presumably intermittent.

Among practically important applications of turbulence
closures suitable for very stable stratification we mention
the deep-ocean downward heat flux known to be a
controlling factor of the rate of global warming (Hansen
et al., 1985) and optical turbulence in the free atmosphere
essential for astronomical observations (Lawrence et al.,
2004).

The above analyses disprove the concept of the ‘ener-
getics’ critical Richardson number in its classical sense.
Experimental LES and DNS data summarised in our
figures, and other evidence from modern literature (e.g.
Galperin et al., 2007; Mauritsen et al., 2007; Zilitinke-
vich et al., 2007; Canuto et al., 2008) demonstrate gen-
eral existence of turbulence at very large Ri, up to
Ri > 102, exceeding its commonly accepted critical val-
ues by more than two orders of magnitude.

What is factually observed is a threshold interval
of Richardson numbers, 0.1 < Ri < 1, separating two
regimes of essentially different nature but both turbulent.
The laminar regime could take place at very large Ri
in the absence of pronounced initial perturbations, most
probably due to the delayed onset of turbulence.

The concept of the two principally different turbulent
regimes sheds light upon many uncertain problems.
In particular, it allows refining the definition of the
stably stratified atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) as
the strong-mixing stable layer, in contrast to the also
stable but weak-mixing free atmosphere. Because these

Copyright ! 2008 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 134: 793–799 (2008)
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Length-scales

2 Advancing SBL closure models
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Figure 1: Simplified night-time surface energy balance. Approximate fluxes are in units of
Wm!2 and are taken from observations of the GABLS3 case.

1 Issues with Monin-Obukhov based closures

K = fl2S

2 What is in a (Prandtl) number?

3 Seeking turbulent length-scales

4 Summary

Increasing the turbulent di!usivity under stable stratification is a perfectly valid
approach to advancing the quality of weather forecasts.
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Svensson (2007). Simple stability functions were sub-
jectively fitted to the observations, f! " 0.17[0.25 #
0.75(1 # 4Ri)$1] and f% " $0.145(1 # 4Ri)$1. These
functions are shown in the plot. Given these functions
and the turbulent variances (see appendix A), it is easy
to calculate the fluxes of heat and momentum from (6).
In the latter case, we assume the stress vector is aligned
with the wind shear. It is common to formulate turbu-
lence closures in terms of turbulent viscosity and con-
ductivity, rather than fluxes, primarily for numerical
reasons. These may be obtained analytically from the
presented closure (see appendix B).

We assume the presence of a dissipation range for
turbulent energy, following the ideas of Kolmogorov
(1941; see, e.g., Frisch 1995), such that the dissipation
rate can be approximated by

! " C!

E &E
l

, '7(

where C) is an empirical constant and l is the dissipa-
tion length scale. It is, however, noteworthy that C) is
not a free constant. In truly neutral, stationary, hori-
zontally homogeneous conditions, neglecting vertical
energy transport (FE " 0), we have ! " S2l2 and E " Ek

and using the budget (4) and the definition (6) we get
C) " f!(0)3/2 * 0.07. We approximate the dissipation
length scale by a multilimit formulation as follows in-
spired by Blackadar (1962):

1
l

"
1

kz
#

f

Cf&"
#

N

CN&"
, '8(

which takes the distance from the ground, the Coriolis
effect, and static stability into account (Rossby and
Montgomery 1935; Zilitinkevich 1972; Nieuwstadt
1984; Hunt et al. 1985; Zilitinkevich and Mironov 1996;
Zilitinkevich and Baklanov 2002; Zilitinkevich and
Esau 2005). Whereas the above-mentioned studies
mostly considered the bulk of the boundary layer, we
here intend to resolve the boundary layer. As a conse-
quence we use local ! and N, rather than the surface
stress and background stability, in the formulation of
the length scale. This approach is more flexible and
allows for decoupled, elevated turbulence in, for ex-
ample, resolved low-level jets, breaking gravity waves,
and turbulence in baroclinic flows. The von Kármán
constant, k, is here taken to be 0.4. The free constants,
Cf and CN, will be found by adjusting the model results
to fit reasonably with multiple LES results.

Finally, for the turbulent energy flux we use l as an

approximate mixing length for turbulent energy, such
that

FE " $ |S | l2 #E
#z

.

The effect of the third-order flux divergence in this
parameterization is therefore local and only active
where there is a nonzero curvature in the turbulent
energy profile. The effect of the term is small in the
steady state but may be important in developing bound-
ary layers. A more advanced closure for FE have been
suggested by Zilitinkevich (2002) to account for the
effect of gravity waves, which are emitted from the
boundary layer to the free atmosphere. Further, in con-
vective conditions nonlocal transport of E occurs due to
the vertical advection by thermals. Here we refrain our-
selves from such further complications.

4. Numerical solution

Equations (1)–(4) are conveniently solved on a ver-
tically staggered grid. The first level is a mass level,
containing U, V, and +, at the roughness height, z0. At
this level we assume U " V " 0. The vertical resolution
was usually on the order of a few meters, though
coarser resolutions were tested. Between the mass lev-
els, we placed the turbulence levels, where E, uw, ,w,
and w% were calculated. The computational grid is de-
picted in Fig. 4. Straightforward linear finite difference
approximation was used everywhere, except at the first

FIG. 4. The computational grid; M is the number of mass levels.
Note that z0 may be different for wind and temperature.
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• An empirically-based approach must abandon MO, due to self-correlation that leads to an 

intrinsic underestimation of fluxes under stable stratification
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• Using Total Turbulent Energy, rather than TKE, permits turbulence at large Ri
• Lower than unity Pr(0) allows ‘carving’ out more heat from the SBL, thereby alleviating 

part of the cold-bias
• Turbulent length-scale formulations should be based on physical scaling and contain only 

non-dimensional parameters 
• A solution to the night-time cold-bias could be found in longwave radiation biases, e.g. 

due to water vapor, cloudiness, aerosol, surface emissivity, or, other processes, such as  
deep convection, gravity wave drag etc.
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Arctic winter warming amplified by the thermal
inversion and consequent low infrared cooling
to space
R. Bintanja1*, R. G. Graversen1† andW. Hazeleger1,2

Pronounced warming in the Arctic region, coined Arctic

amplification, is an important feature of observed andmodelled

climate change
1,2
. Arctic amplification is generally attributed to

the retreat of sea-ice
3
and snow, and the associated surface-

albedo feedback
4
, in conjunction with other processes

5–8
. In

addition, the predominant thermal surface inversion in winter

has been suggested to pose a negative feedback to Arctic

warming by enhancing infrared radiative cooling
9
. Here we

use the coupled climate model EC-Earth
10

in idealized climate

change experiments to quantify the individual contributions of

the surface and the atmosphere to infrared radiative cooling.

We find that the surface inversion in fact intensifies Arctic

amplification, because the ability of the Arctic wintertime

clear-sky atmosphere to cool to space decreases with inversion

strength. Specifically, we find that the cold layers close to

the surface in Arctic winter, where most of the warming

takes place, hardly contribute to the infrared radiation that

goes out to space. Instead, the additional radiation that

is generated by the warming of these layers is directed

downwards, and thus amplifies the warming. We conclude

that the predominant Arctic wintertime temperature inversion

damps infrared cooling of the system, and thus constitutes a

positive warming feedback.

Ongoing and projected future Arctic climate changes have po-
tential adverse affects on socio-economical, ecological, and physical
aspects in the region11. Moreover, many aspects of climate change
that find their cause in the Arcticmay also havemore widespread ef-
fects, with impacts on the ‘adjacent’ mid-latitude storm tracks12 and
mid-latitude surface climate13, on atmospheric circulation changes
and Arctic oscillation14, and on global sea level through increased
melt of the Greenland ice sheet15,16 as most prominent examples.
To accurately predict future changes, it is imperative to identify
and disentangle the mechanisms that amplify Arctic warming using
both modelling and observations. Global compilations of surface
temperature over the last century exhibit signs of Arctic amplifica-
tion (AA; refs 11,17,18), in particular during recent decades, which
were accompanied by drastic recent reductions in sea-ice cover and
thickness2. This warming signal is in qualitative agreement with
climate change experiments performedusing global climatemodels,
all of which simulate an amplified surface temperature response
in the Arctic1,18 (see Fig. 1). However, the magnitude of AA varies
strongly among models1, which vividly demonstrates our limited
knowledge of the processes that contribute to AA.

Many studies addressing AA focused on the surface-albedo
feedback4,19, which has a sea-ice and a land snow component.
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2
Meteorology and Air
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†
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Figure 1 |Arctic amplification of zonal mean surface air temperature
change for a doubling of CO2. Annual mean temperature change as a

function of latitude for standard mixing (black line), for increased mixing

(blue line) and decreased mixing (red line) in stable conditions (see

Supplementary Information). The vertical bars on the right denote the

mean Arctic (70
◦
–90

◦
N) seasonal range in the temperature change for

each case. The inset shows the geographical distribution of surface air

temperature change (K) for the standard model in winter.

Summer sea-ice melt additionally invokes an increased wintertime
energy release from the open ocean, thereby heating the lower
atmosphere. This seasonal redistribution of energy between ocean
and atmosphere is generally considered to be an essential feature
of AA (ref. 9). Recently, several mechanisms have been identified
that contribute to AA (refs 5–8,20–22), such as poleward energy
transport (atmosphere and ocean23), water vapour, the lapse-rate
feedback6 and cloud processes. However, the damping role of
longwave (or terrestrial, or infrared) radiation, being one of the
processes contributing to AA, has received relatively little attention.
The efficiency at which the system is able to radiate away surplus
energy strongly modulates the resulting temperature response.
Generally, the longwave radiation budget is affected by three
components: clouds, water vapour and temperature24. Recent
studies have attempted to quantify the contributions of each of these
three components; results seem to indicate that temperature, and
in particular its vertical distribution, is the dominant factor6. The
specific features of the Arctic clear-sky atmosphere, in particular the
wintertime temperature inversion, cause the efficiency by which it
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Longwave radiation bias?
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Longwave radiation bias?

Zygmuntowska et al. (2012)


